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The heated water then circulated under sea ice to drive even more melting, said lead study author Axel Schweiger, chair of
UW's Polar Science Center. Polar scientists first suspected something ...
'Last Ice Area' in the Arctic may not survive climate change
Scientists believe the area — north of Greenland and Canada — could become the last refuge for animals like polar bears
that depend on ice, said Kristin Laidre, a co-author and biologist at ...
Arctic's 'Last Ice Area' shows earlier-than-expected melt
They called this place Arktos, meaning “bear,” alluding to the Great Bear and Little Bear constellations, Ursa Major and Ursa
Minor. There are many myths and legends about ... from the boreal forests ...
The Arctic Guide: Wildlife of the Far North
The capital's daytime temperatures are forecast at 30-35°C in the coming days and could break record highs on three days
this week that have stood since 1936, 1951 and 2010, the RIA news agency ...
Panda and polar bear cool off in Moscow zoo pool
So if, as our study shows, it may be more vulnerable to climate change than people have been assuming, that's important,"
said lead author Axel Schweiger, a polar scientist at the UW Applied ...
Last ice-covered parts of summertime Arctic Ocean vulnerable to climate change
Sometimes described as the left side of the brain versus the right side – or simply logical thinking versus artistic creativity –
the two are often seen as polar ... be good at science ...
Exploding The Myth Of The Scientific Vs Artistic Mind
Ti: sapphire, also known as Ti-doped α-Al 2 O 3 single crystal, is a very important laser crystal material.At present, it is also
one of the key materials in a class of super-intense, ultrafast ...
Researchers discover origin of near ultraviolet and visible absorption characteristics of Ti: sapphire laser crystals
In a blog post, the social media giant wrote that they would improve their global Climate Science Information Center ... facts
that debunk common climate myths — including too much carbon ...
Facebook to expand effort to combat climate misinformation, label posts
The researchers pulled together data on snow cover, sea-ice extent and frozen soil, which includes the extent of the ice
sheets in polar regions ... writer for Live Science covering topics ...
Earth's cryosphere loses enough ice to cover Lake Superior every year
It's not just coronavirus that's spreading but urban myths about it ... they're called a polar molecule." Polar molecules mean
that "each end is different from the other end", she said.
Science educator Nanogirl stops the spread of some coronavirus myths
Randy Davis of the University of Texas discusses his research on Weddell seals with the public at Polar Paloooza ... Credit:
National Science Foundation/Evergreen State College Nalini Nadkarni ...
More and More Scientists Serve Up Science for Mass Consumption
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CNET Science From the lab to your inbox ... a reference to the island where Apollo and Artemis were born in Greek
mythology. Other top names under consideration included Ace, for "Artemis ...
Moon-bound NASA manikin gets new name honoring Apollo 13 trailblazer
After the polar bear, we are next ... I'm part of an organization called Science Moms, where we connect climate change to
moms and how we care about our kids. And one of my fellow Science Moms ...
A leaked UN report warns ‘worst is yet to come’ on climate change. Here’s how you can help
Like WTOP on Facebook and follow @WTOP on Twitter to engage in conversation about this article and others. Get breaking
news and daily headlines delivered to your email inbox by signing up here.
The WTOP Huddle: What should be the new name for the Washington Football Team?
HOLLANDALE, MISSISSIPPI - APRIL 27: Barbara Belton gets a shot of the Moderna Covid-19 vaccination ... [+] from medical
workers with Delta Health Center in this rural Delta community on April 27 ...
Mississippi Has The Lowest Covid-19 Vaccination Rate But The Highest Childhood Vaccination Rate: Here’s Why
Tardigrades are also known as ‘water bears’ or ‘moss piglets’ - Wikipedia Japan’s National Institute of Polar Research says
that their scientists have succeeded in reviving the ...
Scientists successfully revive animal frozen 30 years ago
Warm surface currents coming from the tropics warm the lands they flow past. Cool deep currents flowing from polar waters
have the opposite effect. The changes in the oceans? water levels, called ...
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